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Ms Margaret Falsey 
Committee Secretariat 
Committee of Public Accounts 
Leinster House, 
Kildare Street 
Dublin 2. 

Re: PAC32-l-744 

Dear Ms Falsey, 

Thank you for your letter received on tne 6th February 2018 requesting information on the 
Residential Tenancies Board (RTB) legal services contract. 

Please see enclosed a response to the Committee's comments and questions. The RTB Is 
happy to furnish any additional information which the Public Accounts Committee may wish 
to see. 

I would like to thank the Chairman and members of the Committee for providing the RTB 
with an opportunity to provide more detail on the legal aspects of our services and the 
circumstances around the delay in procurement of legal services. 

I hope this information addresses the questions raised by the Committee. Please do not 
hesitate to contact me if the Committee requires any clarification or further information. 

Yours sincerely, 

Rosalind Carroll 
Director 
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Information from the RTB in response to the request from the Public Accounts 
Committee on 5th February 2018 

1. Context - About the RTB 

The Residential Tenancies Board was established in 2004 to support and develop a well 
functioning rental sector. The organisation has a number of functions and provides a range 
of services (set out below). 

1.1 Information, research and education 

We provide high quality information and assistance to tne puolic, tenants and landlords on 
their rights and obligations in terms of both living and providing accommodation in the rental 
sector. We also provide accurate and authoritative data on the rental sector, such as the 
Rent Index, which allows us to monitor trends, but also allows individuals to check and 
compare rents In particular locations. 

1.2 Registrations 

All private residential landlords and Approvea Housing Boa1es, often referred to as Housing 
Associations, must register their tenancies with the RTB. A public register of tenancies 
enables us to collect important data on the sector. It is also a key part of regulating and 
supporting the sector and ensuring that landlords and tenants are aware of their rights and 
responsibilities. Where a landlord does not register a rented dwelling, the RTB will take legal 
enforcement action against that landlord. 

At the end of 2017, the RTB had over 340,000 tenancies registered with it, encompassing 
174,000 landlords and 716,000 occupants. In 2016, over 20,000 notices and enforcement 
letters were issued to landlords. 

1.3 Dispute resolution 

Since 2004, we have replaced the courts in dealing with the majority of disputes between 
landlords and tenants through our Dispute Resolution Service. In 2016 we received over 
4,800 applications for dispute resolution. The demand for RTB services has increased 
significantly over the last number of years, with a year on year increase of over 20% in 
dispute applications and a significant increase in the number of calls received by the RTB 
from 117,000 in 2015to 170,000 in 2017. 

A critically important part of the RTB's function in supporting the rental housing market and 
resolving disputes is our role in regulatory enforcement of the determination orders that 
come out of our dispute resolution processes. Where a landlord or tenant does not comply 
with an order of the RTB, the RTB may enforce this through the Circuit Court. 

1.4 Staff and operation of the RTB 

In 2016 the RTB had expenditure of €10.Sm of which €2.0m represented staff costs for RTB 
paid staff. At the end of 2016 the staff complement of RTB paid staff was 40 people. It is 
important to note that the published accounts reflect a figure of €1 .Sm as a result of the 
netting off of an accounting gain of €485k from a revaluation of the RTB's pension liability for 
2016 against the €2.0m in staff costs incurred. These figures are explained in notes 4a and 
1 Oa to the 2016 accounts. 

In addition to RTB paid staff, the RTB is supported by an outsourced customer care centre 
which delivers the majority of our frontline services Including calls, e-mail contact, webchat 
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and document management services. There are approximately 40 staff In the customer care 
centre. We also outsource other functions including the provision of l.T managed services. 

The RTB also have 73 independent decision makers working under a Service Level 
Agreement as part of our dispute resolution services. 

The relevance of this is that the €2.0m staff cost shown in the 2016 accounts does not fully 
reflect the breadth of the workforce engaged in meeting the requirements of the RTB's 
mandate. In addition, the RTB staffing complement was significantly reduced between 2011 
and 2013 from 70 to 33. 

2. Outline of the scope of legal services provided to the RTB 

The RTB operates under the Residential Tenancies Act 2004 (as amended). The primary 
purpose of our legal services contract is to support us In undertaking our functions under the 
Act, however support is also provide to assist the RTB in complying with other legislation 
such as data protection, employment and Freedom of Information. Below is summary of the 
key services provided to us. 

2.1 Summary of key legal services provided: 

I. Clarifying and, where necessary, obtaining legal opinion as to the meaning or 
application of particular sections of the Act and as to the jurisdiction of the RTB 
under the Act. Given that substantial changes were made to the Act in 2015, it Is 
important that the RTB seek advice as we support implementation of these 
changes. 

II. The RTB requires specific advice in relation to the Dispute Resolution role that it 
is required to perform under Part 6 of the Act, and to issues that may arise at 
Board level or in the course of the processing of dispute cases. 

Ill. In accordance with Section 151(c) of the Act the RTB is charged with the 
provision of advice to the Minister concerning policy in relation to the rental 
sector. Our legal advisors support us in this role by advising on the legal 
implications of draft provisions of the amended legislation and any future 
legislative changes. 

IV. Litigation services 
Where the RTB issue a binding Determination Order under our Dispute 
Resolution Processes, if a party does not comply with this Order, then this 
must be enforced through the Circuit Court. As a regulatory body the RTB 
takes non-compliance with these Orders very seriously and takes a large 
number of these cases to court every year. 
There are also a number of functions that the RTB undertakes as a quasi
judicial body that are appealable by parties to the courts. All of our 
Determination Orders arising from Tribunals can be appealed on a point 
of law to the High Court. Likewise any decisions that the RTB make on 
whether we have jurisdiction to hear a case or on whether we grant an 
extension of time for referring disputes are appealable to the Circuit Court. 
The RTB in general will defend all of these appeals. Parties may also 
request a judicial review on the procedures applied in a case. 
Application for injunction in the Circuit Court in the case of attempted 
illegal evictions. 
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V. Prosecution for non-registration of a tenancy - where the RTB is of the opinion 
that a landlord has failed to register a tenancy, this can be prosecuted as a 
criminal offence in the District Court. The RTB are supported in our legal services 
contract in issuing warning letters and taking cases to court where these are not 
complied with. Non-registration is deemed a very serious issue and an important 
part of the regulatory model for the rental sector. 

VI. General legal services required by all organisations on areas such as 
governance, data protection, Freedom of Information etc. 

3. Explanation for the delay in a competitive procurement process for legal services 
since 2014 

3.1 In relation to the procurement of the legal services contract, the RTB competitively 
procured for the provision of legal services in 2010 and awarded the contract to a single 
firm in October 2011. The scope of the services provided is outlined in section 2 above. 
The length of the contract procured was for 3 years. The RTB was in full compliance with 
procurement guidelines from its inception in October 2011 through to October 2014. 
While acknowledging the absolute serious nature of delaying procurement of a new 
contract, there a number of reasons that led to the delay in tendering, which are set out 
below. 

3.2 In 2015, the RTB decided to tender for a legal services provider from the forthcoming 
legal services framework that was expected from the Office of Government Procurement 
(OGP). Unfortunately, the date of the delivery of this framework was pushed out on a 
number of occasions and was not published by the OGP until October 2016. In hindsight, 
given the delayed timeline in setting up the framework we accept that we should have 
expended the resources and cost to procure the services ourselves as we had done for 
the previous contract. 

3.3 At this point, the Strategy for the Rental Sector (which the RTB had a key role in 
developing and implementing), was in the final stages of development. The Rental 
Strategy is key part of the government's response to addressing the housing crisis and in 
particular the issues in the rental market, and was accompanied by legislation In 
December 2016. This brought about substantial legislative changes, which made 
significant changes to the regulatory framework within which the RTB operates. These 
included changes to security of tenure, the introduction of Rent Pressure Zones, a 
change so that RTB enforcement of Determinations could be heard in the District Court 
rather than the Circuit Court and changes to the sign off of these orders. 

3.4 As a result of the Rental Strategy, the RTB had to prioritise supporting the smooth 
introduction of the many legislative changes. Given the housing crisis, many of these 
changes were introduced with immediate effect. This limited the resources avallable to 
work on procuring a new legal services contract, and it was also judged a risk to change 
provider in the middle of such substantial change. The Residential Tenancies Act is a 
very complicated piece of legislation and it was imperative that we had stability and 
relevant expertise during this period. 
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3.5 In addition, the RTB during 2016 decided to change its model for enforcing 
Determination Orders. This involved moving from a single firm enforcing all cases on 
behalf of the RTB to a national panel of solicitors who could take proceedings which Is a 
major change to the delivery of our services. It is based upon a model whereby the RTB 
approve a case for enforcement and the party can then approach any of the solicitors on 
the panel to enforce the case. All solicitors on the panel act for a fixed fee that would be 
recouped by the RTB. The RTB established the panel which will be available once 
enforcement proceeding move from the Circuit to the District court. This should reduce 
the cost of enforcement to the RTB considerably. The RTB needed to plan for this before 
tendering for new legal services as one has a direct impact on the other. 

3.6 The culmination of all of these things resulted in a significant delay to the tendering 
process for legal services, which the RTB regrets and recognises is a breach of 
procurement rules. While understanding that a procurement process should have been 
initiated earlier, it should be noted that with regard to our existing contract, we are still 
working off tendered prices. In addition, the RTB during the course of our contract with 
the current supplier, have negotiated two cost reductions from the original tendered cost. 

4. Outline of our Legal Services Costs 

4.1 The legal services paid for by the RTB in 2016 can be broadly categorised under the 
following headings. 

Legal Service Description Amount 

General Advice & Consultation Advice as described in 2.1.1 to €121,580 
2.1.111 above 

Determination Order Regulatory enforcement action €1,306,714 
Enforcement taken by the RTB to the Circuit 

Court to uphold the legally 
enforceable outcome of our 
dispute resolution 
mechanisms. 359 new 
requests for enforcement were 
received in 2016, in addition to 
316 cases still active at the end 
of 2015. 

Registration Enforcement Regulatory enforcement action €116,426 
the RTB takes against 
landlords who have failed in 
their legal requirement to 
register each tenancy. 850 
solicitor's letters were issued 
and 37 cases prepared for 
prosecution. 

Appeal When our Determination €190,686 
Orders are appealed on a point 
of law to the Hiah Court. 

Judicial Reviews Procedural reviews of RTB €19,653 
hearings conducted in the High 
Court. 

lnsourced legal support Legal support for each of the €392,516 
above services. 

Total= €2,147,575 
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5. Update on Procurement of Legal Services 

In December 2017 a request for tender was issued for a new legal services contract under 
the OGP framework. Tenders were received on 30th January 2018 and are due to be 
evaluated in February 2018 with the expected awarding of the tender to take place by the 
end of February 2018. 

6. Summary 

The RTB takes the matter of procurement very seriously. While we are operating in a very 
challenging environment at present having regard to the issues facing the rental sector and 
the ever increasing demand for our services, we established in 2017 a new Strategic 
Projects and Procurement unit. The purpose of this unit is to ensure that we do not lose sight 
of the importance of procurement and have an effective control framework for monitoring 
and planning procurement and projects going forward. The RTB will continue to support the 
development of a well-functioning rental housing sector through the delivery of our core 
services and new initiatives and are committed to maintaining the highest standards of 
corporate governance. 
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